
COMMENTARY IDEAS TO WRITE ABOUT

A commentary essay is the one that deals with expressing your personal opinion about some issues such as a piece of
writing, subject, event, person, etc.

Examine software that teaches something to children and evaluate how effective it is in comparison to learning
with a textbook. Evaluate the difference between watching a movie in the theater, at home, on T. The family
doctor who is in charge now. Here are the rules you should hold to. Consider the effectiveness of programs
that try to teach students to practice safe sex, avoid drinking and driving, and stay away from drugs. Which is
better book or movie? The quality of health care in your region. Evaluate the recent trend in 3D movies. Most
restaurant reviews occur when a new restaurant opens. Pick a musical that you have recently seen and write a
critical review of it. Evaluate the difference between watching a team sport vs. They are the title, the author
name, publication date, and the genre. Evaluate the experience of playing on an informal team like an
intermural team vs. Did this director make other movies like this? Grace Fleming has a master's degree in
education and is an academic advisor and college enrollment counselor. When you note down the ideas, make
sure to highlight the important keywords. What are the advantages of swimming as a sport? Evaluate
tailgating at a football game for your local team. Terrified by the mere thought of writing your college paper?
Some important keywords may be repeated in the article, so they will be very useful in writing in your
commentary. Evaluate a war movie and talk about whether it helps answer current concerns about war and
peace. How well is the program run? Evaluate an actor or actress in several films. Cloning people vs. If you
need some extra help with your homework assignments, contact our writing team ASAP! Evaluate a film that
is rated G or PG for how it tries to appeal to both adults and children. Source Restaurant Evaluation Eating out
is an American passion. You can evaluate your own group's performance or evaluate the experience of being
in a concert, a play, a band, a choir or an orchestra. Ways of ensuring hygiene and promoting healthy habits in
UK prisons. Evaluate several similar apps, such as several photo editing or dieting program apps. The writer
can provide insight into where he has been and what he experienced for his personal commentaries that could
be useful to readers. Evaluate a drama and tell how it effectively or ineffectively portrays that dramatic
situation. Commentary Essay Topics in Health Care The commentary essay topics in health care consider your
subjective impressions by taking some drugs, assisting physicians, responding to the articles from the medical
magazines or scientific journals, etc. Evaluate the experience of working there compared to eating there.
Evaluate one of these "experience" restaurants and explain why it does or doesn't work. Have a hard copy of
the text so that you can refer it every time you need. Examine a classic musical.


